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• Felix Catto steadies Sally-Anne Luckhurst as his birth certificate reveals to her his true age. | Glorious!, January 2013
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Deborah Hedges discovers that garlic was a major ingredient in Mike Savill’s lunch that day. | A Day In The Death Of Joe Egg, February 2013 (see page 8)

Photography: Tim Hinchliffe (www.timhinchliffe.co.uk)

Heeeee-eere’s Howie!!! (Ripley ) | A Day In The Death Of Joe Egg, February 2013 (see page 8)



Key Contacts
A word from the
BLT Playgoers’
chair

A

s the evenings are becoming

spare one evening a month then please

is just around the corner. At the

then we run the risk of being unable to

lighter, it reminds us that spring

time of writing this, the overnight frost
has vanished and the sun is streaming

through the window - a good time to look
forward to what’s coming up at BLT.

To celebrate 75 years, BLT is supporting

a group of actors at the Edinburgh Fringe

Festival this year and we recently had the
opportunity to see their work to date.

Very Still And Hard To See is an ensemble

piece with plenty of opportunities for the
actors to explore ideas. and the finished
item will have developed from the

versions we have seen. Dan Armour was
very keen to impress on us that it was a

‘work in progress’, but nevertheless worth
pursuing.

The 2012 Sarnies will take place on the

30 March so if you haven’t cast your vote,
there’s still time. Complete your form

and drop it in at the theatre or post it to

the address given on the form. I’m sure it

get in touch. If we can’t get the volunteers
provide the service.

I also need to remind you of the

Playgoers’ AGM which will be held on 3

May 2013 and that we need people who
feel they can contribute to the general
running of the theatre. If you have

opinions about how things could be done
or even just want to know more about

decisions that are made, please consider

nominating yourself to become part of the
committee, by contacting the Playgoers’.

Any other problems or thoughts about the
theatre, please feel free to contact either
myself or another relevant person from
the Playgoers’.

In the meantime, enjoy the lengthening

days and (slightly) warmer weather. See
you around the theatre!

- Sue Clarke, Chair, BLT Playgoers’

will be another evening of laughter and

board@bromleylittletheatre.org
playgoers@bromleylittletheatre.org

Chairman:

chairman@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07900 580841
Key: Samantha Barrass

Finance:

finance@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Howard Binysh

Artistic:

artistic@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07984 722308
Keys: Pauline Armour /
Jane Buckland

Youth Group:

artistic@bromleylittletheatre.org

Membership:

membership@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07871 155216
Key: Christina Jeremiah

Box Office:

boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07917 853621
Key: Paul Ackroyd

Spotlights magazine:

spotlights@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Stevie Hughes

Website:

webmaster@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07939 034437
Key: Frank Goodman

Publicity:

reminiscences as we remind ourselves of

update@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Pat Jones

some of the highlights from last year!

I would like to thank those people who
have come forward as volunteers since

Bar:

our last issue. You may not have been

bar@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 01689 870326
Key: Pauline Pead

aware that the coffee bar still requires

more people to run it. If you think you can
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Sally-Anne Luckhurst
Glorious!, February 2013
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directors.


Diary Noticeboard &
Dates
Latest News
2013
NOTICE

Except for ‘In The Bar’ productions, there
are no shows on Sundays. Programme
subject to change.
Fri 15 - Sat 23 Mar 2013 at 7.45pm

The Government
Inspector by Nikolai Gogol
(adapted by Jeffrey Hatcher)

Directed by Jane Buckland • BLT’s entry for
the BTG Play Festival 2013
Sat 30 March 2013

The 2012 Sarnies Awards
Champagne at 7.00pm!
Awards ceremony at 7.45pm!

Fri 12 Apr 2013 at 8.00pm
Brian John’s

Quiz Night

Fri 19 - Sat 27 Apr 2013 at 7.45pm

The God Of Carnage

by Yasmina Reza (trans. Christopher Hampton)
Directed by Pauline & Dan Armour
Fri 3 May 2013 at 8.00pm

BLT Playgoers’ AGM
Fri 17 - Sat 25 May 2013 at 7.45pm

Dancing At Lughnasa
by Brian Friel • Directed by Jane Lobb
Fri 14 - Sat 22 Jun 2013 at 7.45pm

Snoopy!!! The Musical
by Charles M. Schulz et al
Directed by Tony Jenner

Fri 12 - Sat 20 July at 7.45pm

Anne Boleyn
by Howard Brenton
Directed by Pauline Armour

Fri 26 - Sun 28 July at 7.45pm

Youth Show tbc Directed by: tbc
Fri 13 - Sat 21 Sep 2013 at 7.45pm

Moonlight And
Magnolias by Ron Hutchinson
Directed by Stevie Hughes

Fri 11 - Sat 19 Oct at 7.45pm

tbc

Directed by Dan Armour
Fri 8 - Sat 16 Nov at 7.45pm

Plaza Suite

by Neil Simon • Directed by Paul Campion

In The Bar

Thu 21 - Sun 24 Nov at 7.45pm

The Country
by Martin Crimp
Directed by Stevie Hughes



The Annual General
Meeting of the BLT
Playgoers’ Club
is to be held on
Friday 3 May 2013 at 8.00pm
at the theatre.
AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence

4.

Chairman’s report

2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Minutes of the AGM of 11 June 2012
Matters arising from the minutes
Treasurer’s report

Bar Treasurer’s report

Membership Secretary’s report

Election of committee (nominations to
reach the Secretary by Friday 12 April
2013)
Any other business

NOMINATIONS

Members may nominate themselves or other
members for election to the Committee. Nominees must indicate their willingness to stand
if nominated by others and be supported by
another member if nominated by themselves.
Nominations are invited from as broad a cross
section of the membership as possible. Please
send your nomination to Ruth Jarvis at the
theatre or ruthj@bromleylittletheatre.org •

A life filled with drama:
the story of Bromley
Little Theatre
Act One: 1887 – 1940
Scene One: The background

February 1887: The Co-operative secured a
piece of land in East Street, and in April 1887,
Mr W A Grubb’s tender of £2,775 was accepted
for building the new stores in East Street. In
January 1888, the “handsome and commodious premises” were opened. The building
the theatre now occupies was built as two
separate units: the area which now houses the
auditorium, stage area, rehearsal and dressing
rooms was the Bromley and Crays Co-operative
Society bakery left over from 1888. What is
now the bar area, box office and kitchen with
scenery store underneath was originally the
bait and livery stables for the Railway Hotel.
They underwent many changes: livery stable,
garage, upholsterers, builders and decorators.
Scene Two: The story begins

1934: A certain gentleman named Mr Harold
Wilson Pook started the forerunner of our
theatre. This was the Bromley Little Theatre
Movement. The small company performed in
the Bromley Country Club and also the Robert
Whyte Memorial Hall.
1935: H W Pook took a lease on the then
derelict and vacant Co-operative bakery in
North Street. At first, the premises were used
as rehearsal rooms and a club.

1937: The raked auditorium was built, the red
plush seating was installed, having been obtained from the Alhambra Theatre in London
which was being demolished to make way for
a cinema. In December, the theatre opened.
The building had been converted at a cost of
£150.00, with the assistance of Lord Austin and
Sir Barry Jackson of the Birmingham Repertory
Theatre. The first production, in December
1937, was The Flowers Of The Forest by John
Van Druten , the first performance of this play
outside the West End.
May 1938: H W Pook left the theatre in order
to take up a post as organiser of the Right Theatre Movement. He handed over his beloved
theatre to Colonel John Leather who vowed to
continue with Pook’s principles – “no vulgar
or indecent plays”, and said that he wished
to “bring the programme of the proposed
National Theatre within the reach, in distance
and in price, of the people of this locality”. Pook
begged members to preserve the harmonious
atmosphere and said: “Your work is known far
away from Bromley and I sincerely hope you
will continue to make a big landmark in the
non-professional theatre”. Colonel Leather was
totally supported by his wife Betty Pinchard,
who was one of Sir Barry Jackson’s founding
actors at Birmingham Repertory Theatre. The
theatre was run as a professional theatre, ably
supported by experienced amateurs. The only
part of the theatre which did look a little homemade was the winch for raising and lowering
the tabs (curtains). This consisted of two small
motor car wheels and a starting handle!
September 1938: Betty Pinchard founds the
Bromley Little Theatre School of Acting. (A
more recent company member, Barbara Kirby,
who went to the school in the 1970s, said
that they spent the whole of one day learning
how to curtsey to the Queen should she visit,
and, as this was never likely to happen, she
didn’t go again - Barbara is now a member of
the National Theatre Company!). The school
continued for many years.

By now, any profits made by the theatre were
shared out amongst the company on a pro rata
basis, according to how much work they had
done.
Scene Three  - War intervenes

1939: A notice in the Kent Messenger said: “one
has been privileged to share for an evening in
what must for its pioneers, have been a very
big adventure”. The company now consisted
of 12 professional actors and a company supported by about 350 members.
The theatre closed down at the outbreak
of war, on the eve of rehearsals for the new
season, but performances were given to troops
“somewhere in England”.

26 April 1940: The theatre reopened for two
weeks during Colonel Leather’s army leave. In
May, there were three nights performances of
Measure For Measure, and during the summer,
many alterations, improvements and redecorations were undertaken .
INTERVAL

To be continued …
- Pat Jones

Diary & Noticeboard

Email for Spotlights and
the BLT website
A new email address has been set up to
receive information, articles, letters etc.
which members would like to see in our
house magazine, Spotlights or on our website.
Please send all such articles to: update@
bromleylittletheatre.org (Please note: We do not
guarantee that all will be published).

Some of the greetings
received on BLT reaching
it’s 75th anniversary
year
We have already published the greeting from
our President, Michael York OBE, in a recent
issue, but he has sent us another New Year
message:

“Thank you for the copies of Spotlights which
I thoroughly enjoyed – more, please, as Oliver
said. I hope that the New Year will be extra
special for BLT”.

• From Sir Derek Jacobi CBE:

“Of course, I’d like to congratulate Bromley
Little Theatre on its 75th birthday – all the
more so as it’s my own 75th year!! The BLT
has long been a beacon of superb theatre
and is in no way showing signs of old age
– indeed it’s looking younger than ever – it
must be that nourishing diet of good, solid
entertainment. Happy New Year, Ever, Derek.”

• From Adrian Brine, actor, international
film director, member of BLT 1950s/60s,
now living in Amsterdam:
“Thank you for Spotlights. I’m so impressed
by the activity that is going on , and by the
production photos. I look forward to the next
edition of the magazine. All good wishes to
you and the company! Good luck. Adrian”.
• From Nigel Rideout, actor, director, voice
coach and founder of the Western Australia
Academy of Performing Arts. Member of
BLT 1950s/60s:
“I am immensely grateful for the happy times
spent at BLT, the many good friends, the
sandwiches and the beer in the pub next door
- memories to cherish: so congratulations on
75 years !! I am sorry not to be there but wish
you all the very best for a successful season.
Happy New Year to you. Nigel”.
• From Susan Hampshire, who played at BLT
in the 1980s in a one woman show which
she then took to the West End:

don’t miss the event of the year!

The 5th BLT Sarnies 2012!
Saturday 30 March 2013 at 7.00pm

• From Zoe Tapper, currently playing Ellen
Love in Mr Selfridge on ITV. She has a film
coming out in March called Blood with
Brian Cox and Paul Bettany.
“I can honestly say that my experiences at
Bromley Little Theatre lit the flame of my
desire to be an actress. As a relatively young
member, I remember the ache that I felt for
the school day to be over, so I could go to
rehearsals and step into this other mystical
world where you could be a fairy one minute
(A Midsummer Night’s Dream) and accused
of being a witch the next (Mary Warren in
The Crucible). I loved being a part of an
ensemble of people, whether onstage or front
of house, who shared the same passion and
worked hard to make each show come alive.
There is magic in that building; you can feel it
crackle as you step over the threshold. It is a
truly unique place and I hope it continues to
spark peoples’ imaginations and careers for
many more years to come.
Thank you for letting me be a part of the
anniversary celebrations. I have such fond
memories of my time at BLT. Wishing you a
very Happy Anniversary, BLT, with love, Zoe
Tapper”

Next auditions
The next auditions at BLT will be held on
Sunday 16 June 2013 for the following
productions:
Moonlight And Magnolias:
October show (tbc):
September (tbc) ‘In The Bar’:

and then on Sunday 14 July:
Plaza Suite:
The Flint St. Nativity:
The Country ‘In The Bar’:

Full details will be given in the
next exciting edition of Spotlights!

2.00pm
4.00pm
6.00pm
2.00pm
4.00pm
6.00pm

Tamsin Fellowes sings the blues.
A Day In The Death Of Joe Egg, February 2013

BLT’s audience attendance figures for main house
shows for 2012:

“Dear BLT, a million congratulations for
arriving at your 75th year. Wonderful ! With
love, congratulations and very good luck.
Susan.”
• From Peter Sowerbutts, BLT member in
the 70s, and has since been Director of
Productions at the Maddermarket Theatre,
Norwich for five years, and has had many
many acting roles all over the country.
“BLT taught me how to act, taught me how
to create characters and taught me how to
be a good company member. Without BLT
I would never have had a 35 year career in
this profession. Grateful? You bet your bottom
dollar I am! Best wishes on the 75 years and
long may it continue. Love, Peter.”

76%
68%
76%
72%
		

94%
87%
92%
85%

87%
88%

97%
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Very Still And Hard To See refers to the
spirits who manipulate an American
architect and the visitors to the hotel he
builds. He agrees to re-site it over their
domain in exchange for the fulfilment
of an awful desire. Right from the
start, Stevie Hughes was pitch perfect
as the architect, encountering the
transformational Japanese obake spirit,
in the form of an efficient, imperious
business woman. Julie Binysh was elegant
and moved beautifully, though there
were times when I would have welcomed
a little more evil menace from her. Her
spirit followers moved well too, in their
hooded robes and I particularly liked the
stillness and tilt of the head that Lorraine
Spenceley and Paul Baker adopted in their
white masks. The spirit music theme was
very effective too.

a hole in her kitchen floor trying to
expunge her husband’s infidelity and,
ultimately, him. I was unsure quite how
this fitted into the hotel scenario but
again, enjoyed their expert interpretation.
Pauline Armour presented a more easyto-follow story, concerning a woman who
caused the death of her husband at the
hotel, when she too, became “possessed”.
This was a neat and developed tale,
well-paced and helped by excellent sound
effects!

Next came Fiona Cullen, playing the
female equivalent of Hannibal Lector,
waiting yet again for her blind date,
Jane Lobb. You knew it would all end in
destruction, even though her followers,
played by Kyle Cluett and Emma Sweeney,
wearing beautiful red masks to match
Fiona’s stunning dress, begged her
not to go too far – or were they really
encouraging her? This was another neat
piece, beautifully played by all the actors
involved.

The tales dissolved when the hotel
was razed to the ground and the true
nature of the Faustian pact was revealed.
During the conversation between Alison
Green, playing the granddaughter of the
architect, and Paul Baker, as her husband,
again I felt the actors did not have the
time to truly develop their story and
maybe that precluded them from upping
the tension and revulsion it needed.

All in all, this was a fascinating evening
and I’m sure will benefit from more space
for movement, lighting and sound when
the show transfers to the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival this summer. Do catch it if
you can.

-Nikki Packham

It soon became apparent that we were
witnessing a kind of ‘Bates Motel’ as the
various visitors acted out their vignettes
and each tale gave these experienced
actors a chance to shine, albeit briefly.

Firstly came Josh Lawson and Kyle Cluett
as best friends, with Jane Lobb as the girl
who comes between them. The dissent
amongst them finally manifested itself in
the “dissolving” of Josh’s character into a
spirit, which spelt doom for the other two.
All three did well, but with little chance to
develop the storyline.
With Debbie and David Griffiths, we
were confronted with Debbie’s character
scrubbing away at the spirits that formed


Lorraine Spenceley & Paul Baker | Very Still And Hard To See, ‘In The Bar,’ Jan/Feb 2013

Photography: Stevie Hughes

enjoy ghost stories and a ghostly
atmosphere, so it was good to see
candles on tables and drapes of gauzelike material in the bar the night I come to
see Very Still And Hard To See. I also liked
the simple setting of small table, set with
appropriate skull and old candle, highbacked chair and lectern for Dan Armour
and Jessica-Ann Jenner to use. These
two actors related pre-play tales with
sincerity and skill, in order to prepare us
for the horrors to come. Dan was dressed
in appropriate period clothes and, whilst
Jessica-Ann looked lovely in her Chinese
style dress, I would have preferred her in
a kimono, given the Japanese nature of the
main show. Her piece concerning faces
dissolving before your eyes was a very
good precursor to the main play.

r
Ba

We were then introduced to the cowering
Canary and his dominatrix spirit, whose
antics before the bewildered and terrified
newly-arrived hotel guest in the lift, were
a joy to watch. Stevie Hughes and Emma
Sweeney “fed” off each other and David
Griffiths struck just the right note as the
guest listening to the chatter of the lift
attendant, a nicely-judged performance
by Josh Lawson, keeping his cool in spite
of all the mayhem.

BLT at the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival 2013

L

ast year, after some BLT members
visited the Edinburgh Fringe Festival,
we discussed the possibility of taking a
show there. The board agreed that this
would be an interesting and exciting new
development for BLT and so we set about
putting together a participating team and
searched for a suitable show.

Previews
The
Government
Inspector
by Nikolai Gogol

The God Of
Carnage

by Yasmina Reza (trans.
Christopher Hampton)

As a general rule, theatre productions at
the Fringe run for a little over an hour,
which meant that we needed to find
either a one-act play or adapt a full-length
one. We opted to look for the former and
preferably for a new work. The play we
have chosen is Very Still And Hard To See,
a brand new play by American playwright
Steve Yockey - which we will be
performing as BeLT (Bromley-Edinburgh
Little Theatre) Productions - with a cast of
thirteen BLT members.

Some of you will have already seen our
production of this extraordinary, mindbending play when we presented it in the
bar at the end of January and again at the
end of February (BLT actually performed
the European premiere of this play!) but
please don’t let that stop you from coming
to see it in Edinburgh. For a start, we will
be staging it differently: in the bar, we
had to play in a traverse formation but in
Edinburgh we will play end-on to a raked
auditorium (banked seating) so the whole
exercise will be quite different and will
give you and your friends an opportunity
to support your very own theatre
company in an international setting! So
please tell your friends and associates. In
fact, tell everyone to come and join us at
the Greenside Theatre, 12 - 24 August.
If you would like to take part in this new
venture for BLT, we still need technicians
and other support and will certainly
welcome your help with leafleting and
other publicity duties. Let us know if you
would like to help or if you need futher
information.

Dan & Pauline Armour: danmandan@
aol.com or tel: 07798 757 902 or 07984
722 308.
BeLT productions presents:

Very Still And
Hard
To See
by Steve Yockey
Mon 12 - Sat 24 Aug at 4pm
at the
Greenside Theatre
1b Royal Terrace
Edinburgh EH7 5AB
Box office: 0131 557 2124
www.greensidevenue.co.uk

Fri 15 - Sat 23 Mar 2013
(not Sun 17) at 7.45pm
Director: Jane Buckland

W

ith a cast of BLT luminaries old and new,
The Government Inspector guarantees an
opportunity to laugh away the winter blues!

First performed in 1836, it’s a fast-paced
comedy about mistaken identity and corruption in a small town. A mayor and his officials
are alarmed to hear rumours of the impending
arrival of a government inspector travelling
incognito. Believing an impecunious traveller to be the inspector, they are thrown into
panic, struggling desperately to stifle public
dissatisfaction whilst deflecting the blame for
their many and various misdemeanours onto
each other. The ‘inspector’and his servant suddenly find themselves being treated like royalty
by the sycophantic mayor and his cronies, and
sampling for free, the best hospitality the small
town can muster, including the feverish adoration of both the mayor’s wife and daughter.
Gogol’s satire can be transposed to almost any
time and place but the edition of the text we
will be using is by the American playwright
Jeffrey Hatcher, which received great reviews
when it was performed in Washington DC in
September 2012. This version retains the 19thcentury Russian setting but the rhythms and
pace of the dialogue owe more to the snappy,
American wisecracking style.
The Government Inspector will be Bromley
Little Theatre’s entry for the 2013 Bromley
Theatre Guild Full Length Play Festival.
Hlestakov
Osip (his servant)
Mayor
Anna Andreyevna (his wife)
Marya (his daughter)
Grusha (their maid)
Judge
Headmaster
Hospital Director
Postmaster

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Fri 19 - Sat 27 Apr 2013
(not Sun 21) at 7.45pm
Director: Pauline & Dan
Armour

B

oth an Olivier and Tony award winner, The
God Of Carnage takes a painfully funny look
at parents behaving worse than their kids.

11 year-old Ferdinand Reille has struck Bruno
Vallon in the face. The attempts by the Reille
and Vallon parents to come to a civilized and
mutually acceptable resolution to the apparently
barbaric behaviour of their sons provides
the starting point for this vitriolic comedy of
manners and mores from Yasmina Reza in a
translation by Christopher Hampton.
The God Of Carnage is that rare play that
manages to provide uproarious laughter and
deep discomfort at the same time. Reza is an
expert analyst of bourgeois hypocrisy and here
she demonstrates her formidable talent for the
brutally comic and satirical dissection of how
some people live their lives.

In 2011, the play was made into the awardwinning film Carnage, directed by Roman Polanski
and starring Jodie Foster and Kate Winslett.
‘A study in the tension between civilised surface
and savage instinct’ - New York Times
Cast of THE GOD OF CARNAGE

Veronica Vallon
Michael Vallon
Annette Reille
Alan Reille

Cast of THE GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR

Tom Collins
Paul Baker
Paul Ackroyd
Hilary Cordery
Jessica Webb
Karen O’Neill
Robert Dilks
Felix Catto
Dennis Packham
Thomas Dignum

:
:
:
:

Julie Binysh
Mike Savill
Alison Green
Howie Ripley

Dobchinsky
Bobchinsky
Doctor
Waitress/Locksmith’s wife
Innkeeper’s wife/Widow
Svetsunov (police chief)
Abdullin (constable)
Chernayev (constable)
Pentelaeyev/constable
Imperial messenger

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Richard Stewart
Josh Lawson
Nikki Packham
Hilary Reen
Daniella Chow
Tony Jenner
Nigel Borsberry
James Riley
Mike Baker
Mike Baker


To book: Visit: www.ticketsource.co.uk/bromleylittle • Email: boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org • Tel: 07917 853621
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P

eter Nichols’ play was first staged
in 1968 and remains a landmark
for its sensitive and humorous
treatment of the difficult subject of caring
for an extremely disabled child. 45 years
on, advances in medical science, which
make it increasingly possible to save damaged lives, makes the issues it addresses
as relevant today as they were then. As
director Wayne Sheridan observes in his
programme notes, there are few who
have not encountered someone in their
lives who requires some element of care
and there can be no parent of healthy
children who has not asked themselves
at some stage, how they would cope with
a severely disabled child. Your reviewer
falls into both categories.
The play is a superb piece of dramatic
writing. In the first half of the play, we are
invited to observe the way in which the
parents, Brian and Sheila, have construct

Death

Of

February 2013

ed their world to enable them to cope: in
their case, through a mixture of play-acting based on a strong, underlying sexual
relationship. They explain their history
and re-enact early encounters with the
professionals who largely failed to help
them . The characters frequently step out
of their world and address the audience
directly, revealing their own thoughts and
their feelings towards each other.
The play places enormous demands
on the two principal actors. The two
parents are effectively the only characters on stage for the hour of the first half,
dialoguing with each other and addressing the audience in long monologues. In
the hands of less competent actors, this
could be dire but in this production the
performances were assured, the dialogue
was fluent and the pace never slackened.

Mike Savill as Brian looked every part
the comprehensive school teacher and de-

livered a relaxed modulated performance,
bringing out well the underlying uncertainties and vulnerabilities of his character. He was well-matched by Deborah
Hedges as Sheila, clearly the stronger of
the two characters, haunted by doubts as
to whether her past behaviour might have
contributed to her daughter’s condition
but never giving up hope that she might
improve, even when the evidence was
overwhelmingly against it. More variation
in the pitch of her delivery would have
increased the impact of her performance.

After the interval, the play became more
of a domestic sitcom as we were introduced to a number of characters outside
the immediate family. Freddie, an old
school friend and now successful businessman wants to ‘help’; unfortunately he
wants to do so by imposing his solution
largely irrespectively of the preferences of
the parents. Howie Ripley played him as

Review
“Tamsin … perfectly portrayed her character’s discomfort through her body
language. Her own monologue to the audience was one of the best in the
production.”
a rather unemotional character and was,
I felt, uncomfortable in the part: he certainly looked uncomfortable in his ill-fitting suit. His wife Pam, played by Tamsin
Fellowes, epitomised those who, while
not unsympathetic, cannot cope with
proximity to an uncomfortable situation.
I thought this was a fine performance and
although she had less to say then most of
the other characters, she perfectly portrayed her character’s discomfort through
her body language. Her own monologue
to the audience was one of the best in
the production. I find it difficult to credit
that she has not been on stage before and
hope that we shall see much more of her
in future. Margaret Glenn played Grace, an
archetypal mother-in-law who could have
strayed in from almost any period domestic comedy. Well-cast in the part, her
self-centred “no woman is good enough
for my son” attitude added yet another
strain to the parents’ relationship.
Finally, mention must be made of the two
young actresses who played the disabled
daughter. On the night I was there, the
role fell to Vicky Sweeting. She is required
to sit or lie largely motionless in an
uncomfortable position: which is not an
easy task and one which I thought she accomplished to perfection. Her endearing
appearance perfectly stimulated the “if
only things had been different ” thought
in both characters and audience. Imogen
Owen played Jo on alternate nights.
Wayne Sheridan’s direction nicely balanced the humour in the play with its
more serious social comment. There

Above: Mike Savill, Deborah Hedges, Tamsin Fellowes & Howie Ripley
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Vicki Sweeting

were a lot of genuinely funny moments
but I was pleased it was not played as a
rip-roaring comedy. This is not a play
in which very much happens and in this
situation, many directors fall into the trap
of creating superfluous action to give the
audience something to look at. Wayne
recognised that Peter Nichols’ text should
be allowed to speak for itself and it was
a good production choice to allow the
characters to be relatively static.

The set was a classic interior box,
although Phil Cairns and his team had
tried to add some interest with door and
window alcoves. It was suitably decorated
for Christmas with tree, presents and
paper chains but was it really the fashion
in the 1960’s for the middle classes to
paint their living rooms purple? Special
mention must be made of Jan Greenhough’s splendid creation of Brian’s
dreadful Western paintings. The set was
suitably decorated with the minimum of
properties necessary to evoke the image
of domestic life with plenty of evidence of
the domestic menagerie. I am not sure it
was a wise to have a live goldfish on stage
as a potential distraction for the audience
but given the flawless nature of his performance, giving him no reference in the
programme seemed unjust. So as a result
of extensive investigations your reviewer
can reveal that his name is Gandalf.
Overall this was an ambitious production
choice, well executed and rewarding to
view.
- Paul Ackroyd
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Review

I

n The X-Factor, The Voice et al, the
judges are forever telling eager singing
wannabes to “follow your dream”. Glorious! is the true story of a woman who did
just that – despite the fact that
she couldn’t sing a note. Well,
certainly no notes in tune,
anyway.
Florence Foster Jenkins
- variously known as ‘The
First Lady of the Sliding
Scale’, ‘The Diva of Din’ or
quite simply ‘The Worst
Singer in the World’ - had no
sense of pitch, rhythm or anything else required by a singer.
To hear Mozart or Verdi mangled
by her vocal chords was torture. But
here’s the thing – she lived for singing
and was determined that no-one but noone was going to stop her.

Born into nineteenth-century New York
society, Florence had dreamed of being an
operatic soprano since childhood, but was
discouraged by her parents. However, the
money she inherited on their death finally
provided her with the means to inflict her
‘talent’ on others. She organised her own
recording sessions, hired pianist after
pianist and promoted her own concerts,
even ‘interviewing’ each prospective audience member beforehand to make sure
that they were not just coming to mock
her performance.
Amazingly, rather than reject her for her
obvious lack of talent, New York society
audiences took Florence to their hearts.
She was adopted by the 1940s ‘smart set’,
counting even the likes of Cole Porter
among her admirers. Her dressing rooms
and stages were festooned with flowers
and cards expressing eternal devotion to
‘Madam and her glorious voice’. She even
managed to sell out Carnegie Hall just
before she died (yes, the Carnegie Hall).
Clearly, she was an early example of what
today we would call a ‘guilty pleasure’ – a
figure celebrated by the cognoscenti for
her naffness, not her talent. Poignantly,
she was never in on the joke.

Peter Quilter’s play is set in 1944, the
final year of Florence’s life. It presents a
series of scenes from her later ‘career’,
opening with her interviewing the latest
in a succession of long-suffering piano
accompanists, Cosme McMoon. Like all
music lovers, McMoon is initially appalled
by her caterwauling, but turns a blind eye
(or deaf ear?) and takes the gig as he has
grown tired of “hiding behind the salad”
as a restaurant pianist.

With McMoon on board, we then meet the
rest of Florence’s entourage who prove to
be almost as strange as her. They include
equally eccentric friend and ardent
admirer, Dorothy who carries round a
very strange stuffed poodle and St. Clair
Byfield, a suave but failed English actor
who describes himself as her boyfriend.
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The
‘barmy
army’
was
completed
by Maria, the
Mexican maid
who cannot - or will not - speak English
and treats everyone with haughty disdain
but gets away with it because no-one can
understand her.

The performances from this most eccentric collection of oddballs were
uniformly excellent. As Florence’s friend
and cheerleader-in-chief Dorothy, Niki
Mylonas’ high-pitched delivery was a little
jarring and over-exaggerated at first but
she became more and more endearing as
she treated us to a fine comic performance. The part of a ‘suave English actor’
was, of course, perfect for Felix Catto and
he didn’t disappoint. Although playing St.
Clair Byfield must have been as comfortable an old shoe, he brought a nice comic
edge to the character with some genuinely moving moments - the best thing I’ve
seen him do in a long time. As Maria the
maid, Sophia Danes only spoke in Spanish
so, given my limited ‘O’-level grasp of the
language, I cannot vouch for the accuracy
of what she said but whatever it was, she
was totally convincing. I hate to drag out
the old cliche about there being no small
parts, only small actors, but here it was
absolutely true. This actress made the
absolute most of her short time on stage.
Each look, snort and disdainful curl of the
lip was perfect. Similarly, Wendy Jardine
was impressive in the other minor role,
the naysayer Mrs Verrinder Gedge who
mounts the stage to denounce Foster
Jenkins’ singing ability, only to be booed
off by her devoted audience.
But special praise has to go to Albert
Clogston as pianist Cosme McMoon, who
struck just the right balance between
dry wit and world-weary realism while
putting in some really excellent work at
the piano, battling manfully to keep up
with the vocal pyrotechnics.

Which brings us to Florence herself.
Here, I’m sorry to say I was not quite so
convinced. Sally-Anne Luckhurst certainly showed us a well-drawn character,
I’m just not sure that it was the right
one. Foster Jenkins’ life story suggests
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a woman who
steamrollered through all the
criticism and derision laid before her.
Not only did she have an unassailable
belief in her ability, she brought others
‘on side’ through sheer personality and
gutsiness. At one point St Clair Byfield
remarks that Florence is ‘the only vibrant
thing’ in his life. Here we were presented
with someone who seemed gently batty
rather than vibrant. This wasn’t helped by
a sometimes overly mannered and rather
mumbled delivery, which masked some of
the lines and, I would suggest, the character. It was hard to believe that this quiet,
rather nervy woman could have carried
so many people along in her slipstream.
That said, I have nothing but admiration
for the way in which Sally-Anne carried
off the ‘singing’. As a veteran of over thirty
musicals, vocalising badly must have been
extremely difficult, but every time she
‘sang’ she did so with verve, skill and not
a little panache.
She was aided in her endeavours by
Kerstin Beard’s costumes. These were
excellent across all members of the cast,
but particularly impressive when it came
to Florence’s flamenco creation and the
absolutely bonkers ‘Angel of Inspiration’
outfit - complete with wings! The set (designed by Jan Greenhough) was equally
well-dressed, with columns, long white
drapes and festooned with more flowers
than Interflora lending a fitting touch of
opulence, although I did feel that a little
more might have been done to differentiate between Florence’s home and Carnegie Hall. Projecting images of 1940s New
York onto the curtain between scenes was
a nice touch, though.

Those criticisms aside, this was a highly
enjoyable show. I had never seen it before
and, having only read the synopsis beforehand, feared that it could be a somewhat
one-joke affair. Thanks to Peter Quilter’s
witty script, Adam Bamborough’s surefooted direction and a fine cast, it turned
out to be an evening of many delights.
- Paul Campion

Back cover, left to right: Felix Catto & Sally-Anne
Luckhurst / Sally-Anne Luckhurst & Al Clogston /
Niki Mylonas & Al Clogston / Al Clogston & Felix
Catto /Sally-Anne Luckhurst / Niki Mylonas /
Wendy Jardine / Felix Catto / Sophia Danes

Despite a near perfect landing, neither Sophia Danes, Niki Mylonas or Al Clogston are impressed by Felix Catto’s forward flip.
Glorious! | January 2013

39 East Street, Bromley, Kent, BR1 1QQ
T: 020 8464 8877
www.ferrarisrestaurants.co.uk

We’re very proud to be just around the corner
from the Bromley Little Theatre - perfectly
placed to offer all theatre-goers a
fantastic pre-theatre dinner before the show.
As a Little Theatre member receive

20%

off

your food bill any time when dining from the a la carte
menu, just present this voucher to your server.

We also offer a great value 2 course pre-theatre menu for just £15,
available every show night - no vouchers needed!
20% voucher offer not valid in conjunction with any other offer, booking highly recommended for pre-theatre dining.
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